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Address Varzene Metal 
Tepeoren Mevki Osb 3. Cad. No:10 
34959 Tuzla, Istanbul 

Country Türkiye

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Varzene metal gives service in Turkey with 5.000 m2 stock area and seperated production area  with cold drawing facility for round bars. Additionally,
Varzene has stock service that settled in freezone to reply to customers fast needs rapidly. With not just round bar production,also with plates, fittings,
tubes, wires, sheet and coil stock materials, Varzene has capacity to provide various types of materials to its customers.

Varzene is aware of significance of selection material for glass molds. Various types of materials are utilized for glass mold like stainless steels, nickel
alloys cast iron and bronze alloys,. For this situation, we see varzene as mindful to advice right grade to its clients.

Varzene Metal has 15 specialized engineers who have experience about material choice for glass mold industry.

Besides, Varzene also improving  new brand name alloys with respect to necessities of glass mold mechanical and physical properties. Particularly in
stainless steel and nickel alloys, Varzene has its own brand name grades that compensaes the requirements of glass molds.
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